Diabetes mellitus has become one of the biggest medical challenges affecting millions of people globally. Alternative treatments for diabetes are currently being intensively investigated to improve the treatment efficacy and life qualities for diabetic patients. Glucose-responsive insulin release (GRIR) systems have exhibited tremendous potential to improve the normal glycemic control and to reduce the incidence of hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia, which further reduces potential complications in diabetic patients. In a given GRIR drug formulation, accuracy, response time, and reversibility of the GRIR functions are three key features enabling potential seamless control of blood glucose level. Nevertheless, there is significant challenge preventing current GRIR formulations from achieving them. This review article analyzes the most updated literature and provides insights on the impact of GRIR mechanisms, and formulations on these key features, and the relevant in vitro and in vivo evaluation methods to test these functions.
Introduction
Diabetes mellitus, a group of metabolic diseases, which is characterized by hyperglycemia as a result of defects in insulin secretion, insulin action, or both, has become one of the biggest medical challenges affecting millions of people globally [1, 2] . For type 1 diabetes, subcutaneous insulin injection remains the primary route of treatment, where diabetic patients rely on self-monitoring of their blood glucose levels (BGLs) and multiple daily self-injections of insulin to keep their BGLs in the normal range. This is typically associated with pain and often inadequate glucose control [3] [4] [5] [6] . Although non-invasive insulin therapy such as oral, nasal, buccal, transdermal, rectal and ocular delivery systems have been widely investigated [7] [8] [9] [10] , these methods in addition to subcutaneous injection are known as open-loop insulin release system. Since the glucose sensing and insulin release are not directly coupled, these methods still cannot tightly regulate the BGLs in patients [11, 12] . Poor glucose control causes long-term complications, including cardiovascular disease, nephropathy, nerve damage, blindness, etc. [13] . Particularly, hypoglycemia resulting from an extra dosage of insulin can induce unconsciousness, brain damage and even death [14] . In order to improve the normal glycemic control, reduce the incidence of hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia, and the resulting complications in diabetic patients, there is an imperative need for closed-loop insulin release system to be developed.
A closed-loop insulin release system typically combines a glucose sensing element and a sensor-triggered insulin release element, and mimics the natural pancreatic function and to seamlessly release the demanded insulin in response to the body BGL. There are majorly two categories of closed-loop insulin release systems. One is based on electronic devices which integrate a subcutaneously implanted glucometer and an insulin pump with infusion catheter subcutaneously inserted to another body location. This type of device is commonly called artificial pancreas device system. Medtronic's MiniMed 670G System is the first of its type that has been approved by U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The second category of closed-loop insulin release system is in the format of drug formulations that can be directly administered to the patients, such as through subcutaneous injections [5, [15] [16] [17] . In these formulations, insulin is typically embedded in a matrix consisting of glucose-sensing elements. The matrix can undergo structural variation triggered by glucose concentration change, subsequently inducing a glucose-responsive insulin release (GRIR). When glucose concentration returns normal level, the matrix should be able to adjust itself to prevent further insulin release. The most notable example under this category is SmartInsulin® originally developed by Smart Cells, which was latterly acquired by Merck & Co. SmartInsulin® changes its drug name to "MK-2640" and is currently in early human trials at Merck.
This review article will focus on the second category, GRIR drug formulation, which becomes an emerging hot area for many research labs and companies. A successfully developed GRIR formulation is expected to achieve an immediate impact on the diabetic patent's life through available administration routes. Despite review articles published over the past few years relating to GRIR systems [5, 10, 15, 18] , this article is among the few that analyzes the effect of GRIR mechanisms, and formulations on the accuracy, response time, and reversibility of the GRIR functions. These three features are the key that can make GRIR formulations to be as "smart" as a natural pancreas in regulating blood glucose. Nevertheless, there is significant challenge preventing current GRIR systems from achieving them [12, 19, 20] . To further examine the desirable smartness (high accuracy, fast response time, and high reversibility), this article provides insights on relevant in vitro and in vivo evaluation methods to be used and the rationales to do these tests.
Classic mechanisms for GRIR
To achieve GRIR, the systems are typically designed containing glucose sensing or glucose responsive module and insulin release module. There are three commonly used mechanisms to sense glucose, which are based on glucose oxidase, glucose-binding proteins (i.e., Con A), and glucose-binding molecules (i.e., phenylboronic acid). Typical insulin release mechanisms include matrix swelling, matrix disassembly or degradation, and glucose binding competition. These major glucosesensing and insulin release mechanisms are illustrated in Fig. 1 . For the final GRIR system to achieve reasonably good accuracy and response time, it requires the glucose-responsive module to accurately sense the glucose concentration, and the insulin release module to immediately release insulin or stop the release.
Glucose oxidase based GRIR mechanisms
Glucose oxidase enzyme (GOx) has been widely used as a sensing element for the quantification of blood glucose such as in a glucometer [21] . This is based on its catalytic conversion of glucose to gluconic acid by consuming oxygen (O 2 ) and producing hydrogen peroxide (H 2 O 2 ). Typical GRIR system was made by combing GOx with pH-sensitive matrixes (e.g., hydrogels [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , liposomes [28] , polymersomes [29] , and microcapsules [30] ). The formation of gluconic acid results in a lowering of pH that further triggers the swelling of the pH-sensitive hydrogels, or disassembly of liposomes or microcapsules, and releases the insulin previously trapped within the matrixes.
The advantages of GOx based mechanism is that the catalytic reaction proceeds efficiently with a linear dependence on the glucose concentration. This feature makes this mechanism particularly suitable for accurate determination or sensing of glucose concentration [21] , which is a desirable factor contributing to the accurate glucose response of the final GRIR system. Nevertheless, the GOx enzyme is also sensitive to environmental changes and can be potentially denatured when it is entrapped in or covalently linked to a polymeric matrix [15] . These scenarios can potentially reduce the accuracy and shorten the shelf-life of the resulting GRIR systems, which is an obvious disadvantage of GOx based mechanism. In addition, pH-responsive GOx based GRIR systems are limitedly studied in clinical trials, due to potential immunogenicity, and slow responsiveness (e.g., slow swelling and/or disassociation of the matrixes) especially at the physiological pH in vivo.
Glucose-binding protein based GRIR mechanisms
Glucose-binding proteins, mainly lectins, are natural carbohydrate binders, which can be used as biosensors in developing GRIR systems. The most commonly used lectins for GRIR is concanavalin A (Con A), which presents four binding sites having high affinity to D-glucose and D-glucosyl [31] . A GRIR action can be realized by high glucose concentration competing for the existing binding between polysaccharide and Con A. For example, glycosylated insulin and Con A can form a complex which is a typical glucose-binding protein based GRIR system [32] [33] [34] . SmartInsulin® is the most well-known example in this category consisting of the complex made between insulin-dextran conjugate and Con A [35] . When a high concentration of glucose was reached, it would replace the glycosylated insulin to bind Con A (break the glycosylated insulin-Con A complex), and the release of glycosylated insulin occurred. In addition, the binding between Con A and different polymers bearing saccharide residues was utilized to crosslink a hydrogel matrix wherein insulin was physically encapsulated [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . High concentration glucose broke such crosslinking and led to the swelling of the hydrogel, promoting the release of entrapped insulin.
Con A, as a physical glucose-responsive binder, makes itself easily to be utilized for designing GRIR systems (as highlighted by SmartInsulin®). Nevertheless, Con A has inherent limitations including its toxicity, poor aqueous solubility and stability, and long response time [5, 15] . The solubility, stability and glucose sensitivity of Con A have been improved through modification with hydrophilic polymers [34] , but the immunogenicity resulting from Con A remains to be resolved. Fig. 1 . Schematic illustration of classic mechanisms to achieve GRIR, including both glucose-responsive mechanisms and insulin release mechanisms.
Glucose-binding molecule based GRIR mechanisms
Phenylboronic acid (PBA) as a glucose-binding molecule can form a reversible covalent complex with polyol molecules such as glucose [41] , PVA [42] and dextran [43] in aqueous solution, and is a promising glucose sensor. As shown in Fig. 1 (III) , the PBA moieties have a pKa in the range of 8.2-8.86 [41, 44] , and show two structural forms in equilibrium in aqueous solution: an uncharged form and a charged form. The uncharged form is relatively hydrophobic and the charged form is hydrophilic. With glucose in presence, the charged form of PBA can form a stable complex with glucose via reversible covalent bonding. This shifts the equilibrium toward the direction of increasing hydrophilic forms of phenylborate. PBA moieties were often incorporated into the crosslinked polymeric matrix where insulin was physically encapsulated [45] [46] [47] [48] . At high glucose concentration, the equilibrium shifted and a higher negative charge density of the network resulted. This led to a swelling matrix via both Donnan equilibrium and charge-charge repulsion effects [49] , and triggered the insulin release. In addition, PBA moieties were also used as cross-linkers for polyol molecules to construct multilayer particles [42, 43, [50] [51] [52] [53] and core-shell particles [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] . In this case, the insulin release was obtained through disassembling and degradation of the microstructures triggered by the competition between polyol molecules and added free glucose in binding PBA moieties. Moreover, PBA-based GRIR systems consisted of PBA modified polymers and glycosylated insulins were also developed [63] [64] [65] , where PBA modified polymers played the role of Con A as discussed in Section 2.2. Glycosylated insulin was released when glucose competitively bound PBA, replacing the existed PBA-glycosylated insulin binding. So far significant amount of PBA-based GRIR systems has been developed in the forms of macroscopic gels, micro/nanogels, nanoparticles, micelles, polymersomes, and microcapsules.
The advantages of PBA-based GRIR systems are the diversity of matrix composition, the variability of microstructure, and the adjustability of insulin release mechanism. Since PBA is a small glucose-binding molecule, it can be easily used for all kinds of chemical modifications for designing the GRIR systems. It should be noted that most PBA-based GRIR systems can only work in alkaline conditions but not at physiological pH because of the high pKa value of the PBA moiety. To enable glucose sensitivity at physiological pH, an electron-withdrawing group had been incorporated into the phenyl ring of PBA moiety or in the side chain of the PBA-containing polymer [44, 48, 64] . The idea was to tune the pKa of PBA to the physiological range. Nevertheless, a major problem with PBA is its low specificity to glucose, which affects the accuracy and response time for GRIR, particularly due to the conceivable interferences by other saccharides in blood such as the fructose, glycoproteins or glycolipids [19, 66] . In addition, the safety and toxicity of PBA based system remain to be evaluated further.
Insulin release mechanisms in GRIR
In GRIR systems, the insulin or its derivative is typically entrapped, either physically or chemically, in a polymeric matrix. The matrix is a network of polymer chains integrated by physical or chemical interactions and can enable a variety of insulin release mechanisms including matrix swelling, matrix disassembling and degradation or glucose binding competition. Different mechanisms can truly affect the rate to release insulin and to stop its release.
For matrix swelling, such as in micro/nanogels, it can be triggered by charge-charge repulsion, hydrophobic-hydrophilic transition or disruption of the crosslinking. The behavior of insulin release is regulated by the matrix swelling and deswelling. A number of factors are critical for matrix swelling/deswelling kinetics, including matrix size, crosslinking density, and network homogeneity. For matrixes, possessing a coreshell structure or multilayer structure, they commonly achieve insulin release by the disassembling and degradation of microstructures, which can be triggered by a redox reaction, sol-gel transition, hydrophobic-hydrophilic transition, disruption of crosslinking, and competitive binding. The behavior of insulin release is regulated by the permeability of the shell or layer. The permeability can be turned by material compositions, the thicknesses of shell or layer, shapes, and sizes. For GRIR systems consisting of glycosylated insulin with Con A or PBA-modified polymers, they achieve insulin release directly through glucose binding competition.
In most of the cases, when insulin was released, it would result in the lowering of BGL. The closed-loop GRIR system had to rely on a lowered BGL to stop further insulin release which could cause the dangerous incidence of hypoglycemia. The ability for GRIR system to stop insulin release, however, is not straightforward to achieve and poses significant challenges in this field. No matter which type of insulin release mechanism is involved, when insulin is physically trapped within the matrix, there is a sustained insulin release even at hypoglycemic glucose concentrations. In addition, when the GRIR system experienced a highglucose-to-low-glucose cycle, it is difficult for the system to return to its original status, resulting in a changed rate of basal insulin release. One potential strategy to overcome the issue of excessive insulin release (causing hypoglycemia) is to release glucagon to increase the BGL [10] . In fact, in a natural body system, both glucagon and insulin are involved in the feedback system to stabilize a normal BGL.
Progress beyond the classic mechanisms for GRIR
Recently, in order to improve glucose responsiveness of classic pHresponsive GOx-based GRIR systems at the physiological pH in vivo, Gu group reported an advanced hypoxia-responsive GOx-based GRIR system integrated into a painless microneedle-array patch, known as the Smart Insulin Patch [67] . This system has taken advantage of the local generation of hypoxia due to the consumption of oxygen in the GOx enzymatic reaction as a trigger that can more quickly cause structural variation of the matrix than pH triggers. The system consisted of hypoxia-sensitive hyaluronic acid (HS-HA) vesicles containing insulin and GOx. At high glucose concentration, the oxygen consumption in the GOx enzymatic reaction was increased, resulting in the local generation of hypoxia. This triggered the hydrophobic-to-hydrophilic transition of HS-HA, leading to a rapid insulin release. Gu group further designed the hypoxia and H 2 O 2 dual-sensitive polymersome based vesicles, which can disassociate and subsequently release insulin triggered by hypoxia and H 2 O 2 generated during GOx enzymatic reaction [68] . In another of their GRIR system, live β-cells were encapsulated and positioned into the microneedles to realize GRIR function [69] . Because of low glucose signal at the dermal environment, a glucose amplifying module was designed where α-amylase (AM) and glucoamylase (GA) were co-encapsulated with GOx into HS-HA vesicles. At relatively high glucose concentration, HS-HA vesicles were dissociated due to the enzymatically generated local hypoxia. Both AM and GA were released and promoted the α-amylose-to-glucose conversion to further amplify the glucose signal. This sufficient amount of glucose diffused into the encapsulated β-cells and induced the secretion of insulin that diffused out to the body to regulate BGLs. These cases from Gu group utilized hypoxia rather than a classic pH change following a typical GOx based enzymatic reaction. In addition, the glucose amplifying module plus encapsulated β-cells achieved a faster regulation of BGL as illustrated in type 1 diabetic mice [69] . The glucose amplifier is expected to contribute to the faster action of GRIR.
Additionally, Anderson group developed a PBA-modified insulin derivative showing the GRIR characteristics [70] . The PBA modified insulin was synthesized by covalent coupling an aliphatic moiety and a PBA moiety to insulin. The resulting insulin derivative bound to serum albumins or other hydrophobic components in serum at low BGL, but deattached from them and re-entered the serum at high BGL. Such attachment and de-attachment were driven by the changes of hydrophilicity and charge of PBA at different glucose concentrations. The PBAmodified insulin enabled a long-term GRIR activity and reduced the number of subcutaneous injections for adding insulin to the body. The in vivo results indicated that the PBA-modified insulin achieved a normal blood glucose control in diabetic mice and a reduced hypoglycemic index in healthy mice.
It is obvious that recent innovation in constructing GRIR systems are also based on classic glucose sensing mechanisms such as GOx and PBA, but by adding new elements such as enzymatically generated local hypoxia and/or H 2 O 2 , or albumin binding. One could expect that a fourth novel mechanism in either glucose sensing or insulin release, though currently unavailable (Fig. 1) , will significantly expand the possibility of potential GRIR actions and advance the current field.
Formulations of GRIR system
For diabetic patients, subcutaneous infusion or injection of insulin formulations remains the major administration route. In addition, subcutaneous implantation of a graft sustaining a longer period of insulin release has also been considered feasible. Potential candidates of glucose responsive insulin for subcutaneous injection primarily include formulations based on micro/nanogels, core-shell particles, and microcapsules (as shown in Fig. 2 ). For majority GRIR systems, the rates of sensing glucose and releasing insulin depend on the diffusion coefficient of the two molecules within the formulation matrix and the size of the matrix [15, 71] . So for a formulation of macroscopic size, it is reasonable that the response time will be longer compared to smaller-size formulations. This is the rationale for micro/nano-size particles being pursued as glucose-responsive formulations with fast response time. Each specific type of formulation (micro/nanogels, core-shell particles, or microcapsules) has its own uniqueness in improving the response time and accuracy and is discussed as follows.
Micro/nanogels
Most glucose-responsive macroscopic hydrogels present slower response, such as in their size changes, to glucose concentration changes, and they are typically not fast enough to return to their original states once the glucose stress is released [66] . One of the easiest ways of achieving faster response is to reduce the dimension of hydrogels to micro/nanoscales. Thus, the micro/nanogel based GRIR systems have become a study of focus over the past few years.
Gu et al. recently developed GOx based microgels for GRIR [23] . The microgel matrix was based on chitosan crosslinked by Tripolyphosphate (TPP) and was used to entrap insulin and a GOx-containing nanogel particle. During the enzymatic conversion of glucose by GOx, the gluconic acid was generated, further protonated chitosan and subsequently expanded the microgels by N5-fold in volume. The swelling and dissociation of the microgels facilitated the fast release rate of insulin. The in vivo activity of microgels was evaluated by subcutaneously injecting the drug formulation to a type 1 diabetes mouse model. It was demonstrated that the incorporation of GOx into microgels achieved self-regulation of BGLs under hyperglycemic conditions.
Nie group developed a series of Con A based microgels for GRIR [40, 72, 73] . Typical insulin-loaded microgels were prepared by copolymerization of glucosyloxyethyl methacrylate (GEMA), methacrylated concanavalin A (Con A-E), and a pH sensitive monomer N-(2-(dimethylamino) ethyl)-methacrylamide (DMAEMA) in insulin solution [72] . The incorporation of Con A and DMAEMA enabled a glucose and pH dual-responsive system, which can sense the glucose concentration change and pH value change induced by the accumulation of acidic metabolites in diabetes. The in vitro insulin release study revealed that the microgels could quickly respond to the glucose concentration change in the medium due to the competitive binding between glucose and GEMA moiety with Con A, and that the insulin release behavior was also regulated by a small change in environmental pH. The kinetics study of insulin release indicated that insulin diffusion coefficient increased with the increase of glucose concentration and the decrease of pH.
The first reported PBA-based amphoteric microgels for GRIR was developed by Hoare et al. The microgel was prepared by copolymerization of N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAAm), a cationic monomer N, Ndimethylaminoethylacrylate (DMAEA), and an anionic monomer acrylic acid (AA), with AA moieties subsequently modified by PBA [74] . Owing to the amphoteric character, this system exhibited a glucoseresponsive swelling for up to 2-fold volume at physiological conditions and was used for insulin encapsulation and the followed triggered release. Since then, several groups have reported systems of glucose responsive microgels bearing PBA moieties for insulin release [75] [76] [77] .
Based on the micro/nanosize nature of the structures, these systems are expected to show a shorter response time in realizing GRIR functions compared with macroscopic hydrogels. Nevertheless, the accuracy of these systems and their reversibility in response to glucose on a longer term basis, such as from one day to a few days (more relevant to clinical settings), have rarely been examined in majority literature and require further investigations, particularly in in vivo experiments.
Core-shell particles
The core-shell particles are of micro/nanosize and compose of one inner core and one outer shell completely enclosing the inner core, enabling a number of multi-faceted characteristics as drug release systems [78] . The core often plays the role of loading therapeutic molecules for delivery, and the shell governs the release kinetics of molecules loaded in the core. By turning composition, size and shape of the core-shell particles, both drug loading capacity, and release behavior can be controlled. Typical GRIR core-shell particles include micelles [56, 57, 60, 79] , liposomes [80] [81] [82] [83] and polymersomes [84] [85] [86] , and are expected to lead to high accuracy and fast response to environmental glucose concentration changes.
Tai et al. developed a pH-responsive polymersome formulation for GRIR by entrapping insulin and GOx into the pH-responsive polymersome assembled from a poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG) based amphiphilic block copolymer [29] . Glucose can passively cross the bilayer membrane of the polymersome and reach the GOx. The resulting enzymatic reaction caused a pH change, induced the hydrolysis of the pHresponsive polymersome, and triggered the insulin release. The in vivo study indicated that this formulation was highly effective in regulating blood glucose levels for a long period of time up to 5 days. A Con A based liposome formulation for GRIR was developed by Karathanasis et al. The formulation was in a format of microparticle agglomerate which was constructed by crosslinking between Con A and glycosylated liposomes. The microparticle was about 23.9 μm in size, prevented macrophage uptake and clearance, and presented the GRIR function through pulmonary delivery in a rat model [87] .
Recently, PBA-based micelles for GRIR have been increasingly investigated. Shi group reported on micelles that were self-assembled from amphiphilic block copolymers consisting of PEG as the outer hydrophilic shell and PBA-modified polymers as the inner hydrophobic core that could be cross-linked. GRIR function was achieved by swelling and disassembling or degradation of micelles in response to glucose concentration changes, and the nanosize of the micelles accelerated the insulin release at hyperglycemia levels under physiological conditions [56, 57, 60, 88] .
While the potential of core-shell particles for GRIR has been implicated, there are several challenges remained. Majority core-shell particles involve passive loading of insulin into the core region which is low in encapsulation efficiency (e.g., approximately 2.5-29% depending on formulations). The reversibility of the GRIR behavior of these particles also requires further examination in animal studies.
Microcapsules
Hollow polyelectrolyte multilayer capsules ("microcapsules") have received more attention as drug delivery systems based on their large capacity to contain therapeutic molecules. The fabrication processes are typically in aqueous media under mild conditions and are friendly to protein drugs. Compared with core-shell particles, microcapsules consist of a shell only. This shell is typically made of alternated cationic and anionic polyelectrolytes on a removable template using a layer-bylayer (LbL) deposition technique. The hollow core presents a large capacity to therapeutic molecule either in aqueous solution or in its solid state. The microcapsules do not generally undergo abrupt volume transitions but realize drug release through controlling the shell/capsule permeability [71, 89, 90] .
Microcapsules having a glucose-sensitive multilayer shell have recently been developed as microscopic vehicles for GRIR. A typical example was reported by Li group, where the shell of microcapsule was made of GOx and hemoglobin (Hb) using LbL technique with glutaraldehyde (GA) as a cross-linking agent. At high glucose concertation, the GOx based enzymatic reaction prevailed, which enhanced the permeability of the multilayer shell and facilitated the insulin release [30] . The shell of microcapsule can also be based on Con A, where the shell can be fabricated through LbL deposition of Con A and glycogen on the template of CaCO 3 microparticle, followed by template removal [91] . In this way, the size and wall thickness of the microcapsule can be well controlled. The GRIR mechanism involves high concentration glucose competing with the prior crosslinking/binding between glycogen and Con A on the shell, leading to an enhanced permeability of the microcapsule, and triggered insulin release. The shell of microcapsules can be further based on PBA [43, [51] [52] [53] . PBA-modified polymers can be used to construct microcapsule walls by their covalent binding with polyol compounds or their electrostatic binding with cationic polymers. The PBA based microcapsules display glucose-responsive permeability enhancement triggered by competitive binding or charge-charge repulsion in response to glucose concentration increase. This subsequently induces the insulin release.
While most of the current microcapsules for GRIR focused more on capsule design and in vitro demonstrations, future effort should be directed to pre-clinical animal based studies.
Implantable formulations
For implantation applications, however, there is limited formulation having been developed due to multiple challenges. An ideal implantable formulation would respond quickly to elevation in blood glucose, and meanwhile has even higher requirement of preventing insulin overrelease which causes dangerous hypoglycemia since the implant contains a large dose of insulin supposed to last for a long period of time. In addition, the biocompatibility of the implantable formulation must be addressed. Implantable drug delivery systems face a common challenge of foreign body reaction (FBR) and concomitant inflammation, which results in fibrotic isolation of the grafts and a hindered absorption of released drug such as insulin [35] . Moreover, since the management of diabetes generally requires life-long therapy, the implantable formulation must be conveniently administered for patients and be easily removable or have appropriate degradation and clearance kinetics in vivo [92] .
Evaluation of GRIR system
For a given GRIR system that has been developed, it is important to examine the accuracy, response time and reversibility of its GRIR behavior; this is the basis for this particular system to fill the clinical need for a smart insulin to seamlessly regulate the BGL variation. For a GRIR system releasing insulin derivatives or insulin-polymer conjugates, their bioactivity should also be evaluated. There are a series of evaluation methods ranging from in vitro assays to in vivo examinations of GRIR. These evaluation methods as well as the rationales in doing these studies are briefly discussed below. It should be noted that despite the availability of these methods, many reported formulations have not been comprehensively characterized or evaluated for their GRIR function, particularly in animal studies.
Bioactivity of the released insulin
Depending on the design of GRIR systems, the working insulin released could be either native or modified insulin. For example, native insulin was typically released when the insulin releasing mechanism involves matrix swelling, matrix disassembly or degradation. In the case of glucose binding competition induced insulin release, the working insulin released was typically an insulin modified with polymers, such as dextran-insulin conjugate, [93] or small molecules, such as succinyl amidophenyl glucopyranoside [32] . It is particularly important to examine the bioactivity of the modified insulin. Reports show that conjugating dextran to insulin loses 60-90% of native insulin bioactivity [93, 94] . Thus, a significantly higher molar dose of conjugated insulin has to be delivered than unmodified native insulin in achieving comparable glucose suppressive effect. This potentially increases the production cost and poses a safety concern in the long run when the drug has to be repeatedly taken.
Since proteins generally require stabilized structures to contain their particular bioactivity [95, 96] , one quick method was to analyze potential conformation change between the released insulin and the native insulin using circular dichroism spectroscopy (CD) [97] [98] [99] . CD is able to rapidly evaluate the secondary structure, folding and binding properties of proteins [100, 101] . The far-UV-CD band at 208 nm primarily arises from the α-helix structure, and 223 nm is characteristic for the β-sheet structure (Fig. 3A) . The ratio of the mean residue ellipticities at 208 nm and 223 nm ([Θ] 208 /[Θ] 223 ] can be used as a qualitative measure of overall conformation structure of insulin, which is 1.26 to 1.62 for native insulin at different concentrations [100, 102] . The secondary structure of the released insulin can be evaluated qualitatively by comparing the CD spectral characteristic and the [Θ] 208 /[Θ] 223 ratios with native insulin.
To directly evaluate the biological activity of insulin, a cell-based assay is typically conducted, where the phosphorylation of protein kinase B (Akt) of the cells is quantified after the cells being incubated with the medium containing the released insulin [23, 70, 103] . This assay is based on an insulin-induced intracellular process. Once the insulin binds to the extracellular portion of α-subunits of the insulin receptor, it induces a conformational change of the insulin receptor, activates the kinase domain on the intracellular β-subunits and stimulates phosphorylation of Akt. Therefore, the quantification of Akt phosphorylation can show actual bioactivity of the released insulin.
It should be noted that to evaluate the bioactivity of the released insulin, one should not only determine the stability of the secondary structure of the released insulin but also test its bioactivity in interacting with cells, such as using the Akt phosphorylation assay. The test for actual bioactivity, however, has not been commonly involved in current literature.
In vitro GRIR tests (glucose set-point study, kinetic experiment, and cycling experiment)
There is a high demand for GRIR system to mimic the pancreatic cells and to seamlessly regulate BGLs. This requires the system having high glucose sensing accuracy and fast response to BGL change. A series of in vitro tests have been involved to access the accuracy, response time, and reversibility of GRIR system.
Glucose set-point (GSP) test is a method to evaluate the accuracy of insulin retention/release when GRIR system was challenged by a given glucose concentration. In a typical testing procedure [35, 67] , the insulin-loaded matrix is continuously incubated with a series of glucose concentration (e.g., 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600 mg/dL) each for certain time duration (e.g., 1 h) at 37°C. The cumulative insulin released up to each of the challenge is quantified using a human insulin ELISA assay. A typical GSP curve shows the percentage of cumulative insulin released (Y-axis) after finishing the series glucose challenge up to a given concentration (X-axis), with the cumulative insulin released after finishing the highest concentration of glucose challenge (e.g., 1600 mg/dL) normalized as 100% (Fig. 3B) . The two most relevant points on a GSP curve are (1) the point at insulin release onset, and (2) the point at which insulin was released most rapidly. The glucose concentration corresponding to 10% (G 10% ) insulin release and 50% insulin release (G 50% ) are chosen to characterize these two points, respectively [35] . Generally, G 10% N 100 mg/dL and G 50% N 350 mg/dL are preferred. By meeting this criterion the matrix will not over release insulin at hypoglycemic glucose level (b70 mg/dL), and only at high BGL do the insulin release rapidly, indicating that the system presents high accuracy to control the retention and release of insulin at BGLs of clinical relevance.
GSP study allows one to examine the accuracy of the system to control insulin retention/release at desired BGLs, but it does not capture the rate of GRIR (i.e., the response time) [61, 69] . For this purpose, the insulin release kinetics is normally tested. In a typical testing procedure, insulin release from the GRIR matrix is monitored over time up to 24 h at 50, 100, 200, and 400 mg/dL glucose solution, respectively (Fig. 3C) . At a given glucose concentration, the percentage of insulin released at different time points is calculated by normalizing the cumulative insulin released at that specific time point to the total amount of insulin-loaded. This is to validate the ability of GRIR formulation to release the basal amount of insulin (at the very slow rate) at the hypo-glycemic and normoglycemic level, and to rapidly release insulin at high glucose level.
Because of the capability to retain and release insulin at different BGLs, GRIR formulations are expected to reverse insulin release when glucose concentration decreases to hypoglycemic or normoglycemic level. Such reversibility is typically examined in a cycling study, where GRIR system is repeatedly challenged by alternating high and low glucose concentration and the corresponding insulin release is recorded [23, 29] . In a typical procedure, the GRIR matrix can be repeatedly treated with 400 and 100 mg/dL glucose solution each for 1 h up to 8 cycles, and the released insulin is quantified over time (Fig. 4D) . It should be emphasized that the diabetic patients may have complex variation in BGLs. Whether a GRIR formulation can sustain cycled glucose challenge and reverse insulin release becomes a prerequisite for solving this complex issue. Furthermore, the cycling test indicates the possibility for the formulation to sustain a long-term blood glucose control, which is highly demanded by the patients to reduce the inconvenience of drug administration.
It should be noted that glucose set-point study, kinetic experiment, and cycling experiment define the GRIR action from different angles and are desired characterization methods before a formulation moves to in vivo evaluation. Nevertheless, some of these tests, such as glucose set-point study, have been overlooked by many reported GRIR systems.
In vivo GRIR tests (assessment of hyperglycemia, glucose tolerance test, glucose clamp technique, and assessment of hypoglycemia)
A GRIR system can present good sensing accuracy, fast response and high reversibility in in vitro studies. Its suitability to become a promising drug candidate, however, requires further validation through in vivo animal testing. Commonly used in vivo GRIR tests include the assessment of hyperglycemia, glucose tolerance test, glucose clamp technique and assessment of hypoglycemia (Fig. 4A ).
An STZ-induced animal model is typically involved to evaluate GRIR systems in vivo. Diabetes is induced in the mice or rats by intraperitoneal injection of streptozotocin (STZ; 50-65 mg/kg) [29, 61, 104] , a glucosamine-nitrosourea compound to damage pancreatic β cells resulting in hyperglycemia. BGLs of the diabetic animals are continuously monitored for several days by collecting the blood such as from the tail vein and testing using a glucometer. Animals with high BLGs (e.g., non-fasted BGLs above 250 mg/dL) are confirmed of their diabetic status, and randomly grouped and used for in vivo studies. To assess hyperglycemia (potential diabetes reversal), GRIR formulations are subcutaneously injected or implanted. BGLs of animal recipients are monitored periodically from minutes to hours after the administration. For animals continuously receiving GRIR formulations for a longer term (e.g., 2 weeks or above), a larger volume of blood samples can also be withdrawn from retro-orbital plexus or tail vein, and used for the determination of glycated albumin (GA). GA is one of the useful markers for the screening of diabetes in a routine medical examination, and typically provides a reliable method monitoring diabetic condition in the past two weeks. The quantitative ratio of glycated albumin over total albumin concentration can be analyzed by using the glycated albumin kit [24] , and a lowered ratio over the treating period indicates an improved control of hyperglycemia.
In addition, to examine the insulin release feature in response to a BGL increase, an intraperitoneal injection glucose tolerance test (IPGTT) is typically conducted [70] . In this procedure, after injecting or implanting the GRIR formulations for several hours, a certain amount of glucose is intraperitoneally injected, and then BGLs of the animals are continuously monitored by glucometer (Fig. 4B) . A successful GRIR formulation is expected to immediately respond to the glucose challenge, and gradually lower the abruptly increased BGL to normal range. The obtained BGL response curve can be compared with the one obtained from a healthy animal receiving the IPGTT to examine how closely the GRIR system is mimicking the natural pancreatic function.
To quantify the released insulin bioactivity by GRIR system in vivo, glucose clamp technique (hyperglycemic clamp technique) is generally conducted [105] . In a typical procedure, the animals are implanted with the GRIR formulations and kept fasting for 12 h, and then the plasma glucose concentration is acutely raised to 125 mg/dL above basal levels by a priming infusion of glucose with fast infusion rate in antecubital vein for 15 min, the pre-set hyperglycemic plateau (~220 mg/dL) is subsequently maintained by adjustment of glucose infusion rate at 5 min intervals for 2 h. During the hyperglycemic clamp study, the plasma insulin concentration (I) is determined. Since the plasma glucose concentration is held constant throughout the study, the glucose infusion rate (M) is an index of glucose metabolism. Therefore, the released insulin bioactivity can be evaluated by M/I ratio.
One significant advancement of GRIR system is its capability to prevent insulin release at low BGLs, and thus to lower the rate of hypoglycemic incidence. This can be evaluated by administrating the GRIR formulations to health animals and observing potential lowering of BGL (hypoglycemia) without conducting a glucose challenge.
It should be emphasized that the above discussed in vitro, and in vivo evaluations are highly important in determining the desired glucose responsive nature of a formulation and its suitableness to move to further preclinical or clinical studies. Nevertheless out of~100 research papers surveyed in the field of GRIR systems, only~80% of them conducted in vitro evaluations and~25% of them reported in vivo studies.
Conclusions
GRIR systems have exhibited tremendous potential to overcome the limitations and drawbacks of conventional administration of insulin and to improve the treatment efficacy and life qualities for diabetic patients. Despite a variety of GRIR systems having been developed, there are still many challenges and questions remained to prevent a GRIR formulation from achieving clinical significance and entering the healthcare market. Major challenges include how to design GRIR systems to show (1) high accuracy on when to release insulin and when to stop insulin release in response to clinically relevant BGLs, (2) fast response to BGL change (e.g., an immediate insulin release or retention), and (3) high reversibility to stop excessive insulin release at hypo-and normo-glycemic conditions. Achieving all three desirable features will enable the development of novel GRIR systems with seamless control of BGLs similar to a natural pancreas. In addition, based on the controlled insulin release/retention function, GRIR systems are expected to continue the glucose sensing and insulin administration for a long term, which can drastically release the burden of patients in receiving repeated finger pricks and injections. This ultimate goal requires the future GRIR formulation to be non-toxic, biocompatible, and free from other long-term safety concerns. Diabetes Research Foundation (1-SRA-2016-270-A-N) , and the National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases of the National Institutes of Health (DP2DK111910).
